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ABSTRACT

Research indicates that, despite physiotherapists’ comprehensive training in the basic sciences, manipulative (currently “musculoskeletal”) therapy is still dominated in the clinical setting by its original, now obsolete, structure-based “biomedical” model. This is further inexplicable in the light of evidence that not only the underlying “philosophy” but also several of the fundamental requirements of the clinical process itself which has the structural-mechanical model as its basis, have been shown to be flawed or at least irrelevant. The apparent inability of the profession to fully abandon outmoded “concepts” (and embrace the acknowledged science-based “best practice” biopsychosocial model) may have potentially undesirable consequences for both patients and therapists engaged in the management of (chronic) musculoskeletal pain and disability.
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1. Introduction

Today in many parts of the world the standard of academic training in physiotherapy is particularly high. Increasingly, a sound background in appropriate divisions of the basic sciences is being applied to health and disease-related entities of relevance to physiotherapists [1]. At least at postgraduate level science-based pathological and therapeutic mechanisms are now taught in countries and institutions where training had once been traditionally “technical”. The profound interest in pain mechanisms currently being shown by musculoskeletal (formerly manipulative) physiotherapy worldwide is a key example.

Though by no means the only example, this focus on pain at the molecular level is particularly significant. It is certainly a far cry from the earlier world of manipulative physiotherapy where ritualised passive movement was king and pain was seen as essentially an “inconvenience” to its optimal delivery. Pain was to be either palliated (sub)acutely (“irritable”/“chemical”), or resolved chronically as a result of the “correction” of its purported mechanical (movement-related) basis [2]. The behaviour of (in particular) evoked pain was simply sketched on a “movement” mud-map. This was then idiosyncratically interpreted in the vital ongoing determination of parameters of therapeutic passive movement [3]. Its actual mechanisms were of little or no interest.

An important point with respect to the former lack of interest in pain science—indeed any of the “…theoretical and speculative” and possibly “…quite false” basic sciences [4], is that it was/is deliberate [5-8]). The exact reason(s) for this difficult to justify under the circumstances regression to 17th Century medicine is unclear. Eschewal was initially recommended during the period when it was obvious that the post World War II explosion in applied medical science was enabling the most valuable advances in the entire field of health care the world had ever seen. It can only be assumed that persisting with strictly “how-to” manuals and excluding/limiting science-based mechanisms is deemed to have “survival value” [7-11]. This may be related to acute awareness of the relative simplicity of the modality (graduated stretch) and its threatened somewhat undesirable (“alternative”) associations [4,5].

2. Investigation

Whatever the case, rather than being “safe” as was intended the purportedly “infallible” empirical approach inevitably aroused critical curiosity. Subsequent sound investigations into various elements of therapeutic passive movement have revealed little that is unique, either in substance, outcomes or cost effectiveness [12-14]. Perhaps the most significant aspect has been the failure of many of the fundamental components of the clinical process itself to fulfil their biomechanical implications and expectations. This issue is dealt with at some length in recent reviews by Bialosky et al. [15] and Wellens [16].
Suffice it to say that the specificity and reliability of palpation tests for “faults”, as well as the rationale for the delivery of selected parameters of therapeutic passive movement, have been seriously questioned [17-22]. This in turn is one reason to question (causal) conclusions regarding outcomes drawn from clinicians’ psychophysical perceptions of “change” [21,23-26]. The other is that to date there is no convincing evidence for any lasting alteration in tissue length, position, shape or content following passive movement [23,27,28]. Nor would any be expected given that the forces delivered by passive movements are said to be too small and too brief to do so [29,30], are readily dissipated [31] and in any case, as mentioned above, appear to lack accuracy [15].

Regardless of how rationalised, the biomechanical model for passive movement has always suffered from the fact that positive outcomes may sometimes be obtained by treatment applied “elsewhere”. This is highly suggestive of a “neurological” rather than mechanical effect. Namely, facilitation of movement through (endogenous) inhibition of pain [32-36]. This observation, together with the above and other evidence has led Welness [16] to conclude that where pain is the major problem to be “treated” the biomechanical model for passive movement “appears largely erroneous”; and where this is presumed to be “abnormal” mobility it is doubtful that passive movement can achieve any lasting physical “change”. (All of which begs the question: what is responsible for any observed positive effect?).

3. Is “Philosophy” Important?

So, the dogma behind the trial and error formulae that have dominated learning and clinical practice of therapeutic passive movement for decades is gradually being discredited. Even recommended guidelines and rationale for the once all important “selection of technique” appear to lack validity and reliability. Nevertheless, other than helping to bring this unnecessarily elaborate process out into the open, the question might be asked whether elimination of its “conceptual” trappings really matters in the final wash-up? That is, when it comes to the potential role of passive movement in the physiotherapy management and rehabilitation of appropriate patients/conditions.

After all, apart from implied alterations in structure, what the research mainly disputes are simply empirically based dictates of the various founding fathers. It may be argued that many of these were “conceptualised” and dominated teaching and practice a long time ago, and that the early literature cited here has little relevance to the current situation. Nor need negative findings for method mean that passive movement as such is without some potential “mechanical” mechanism and value [37,38]. Indeed, it is still necessary to account for any positive clinical outcome with this treatment, regardless of effect size [34,39]. Furthermore, it is reasonable to expect that when put into a modern scientific context the choice, potential benefits and limitations of therapeutic passive movement would become self evident. Any academic course that includes the study of (mechanisms of) disease, tissue damage and repair, and pain science including the recognised biopsychosocial clinical model, would seem sufficiently “scientific”. As noted earlier, a majority of physiotherapists worldwide are now trained in such an environment.

However, for reasons somewhat difficult to comprehend the message does not seem to be getting through. This is clearly evident from, among other things, the findings of recent studies such as those by Daykin & Richardson [40] and Ali and Thomson [1] from the United Kingdom.

4. What Actually Happens in Clinical Practice

Daykin & Richardson’s [40] research involved physiotherapists who had graduated between some 4 yr and 16 yr earlier and were working in an outpatients physiotherapy department. The key finding was that clinicians’ beliefs ("worldview") concerning the cause of patients’ (chronic) pain and disability were still dominated by the outmoded, structure-oriented “biomedical” model. This in turn reflected therapists’ “explanation” to patients, indication for the type and duration of treatment employed, judgemental attitude toward some patients, and outcome expectations. It is especially troubling that a structural perspective informed clinical reasoning even for patients who presented with obvious psychosocial "overlay" (sic). The only distinction made was that some patients were likely to be “good” (responsive to physical treatment) while other were classified as “difficult” (unresponsive—also dependent, uncooperative, “demanding”, in other words all health care professionals least preferred pain patient) [40].

Difficult patients tended to be either “written off” rather quickly with referral back to the pain service. Presumably this was because their “make-up” did not fit easily with physiotherapists structure-oriented biomedical model [40]. Or, incomprehensibly, they would go on being treated using (obviously ineffective) structure-based procedures for weeks/months on end. It would appear that this hard to fathom (but perhaps “conceptually” revealing) approach had no greater scientific rationale than the “hope that the patient might eventually respond”. This was coupled with the “feeling that one ought to be able to do something”! (italics added) [40]. (Among other things one is compelled to ask why? What logical basis is there for that “feeling” when it comes to
the [failed] treatment of chronic pain?). Part of the basis for this virtual “willing patients to recover” attitude may be evident in a companion study by Ali and Thomson [1]. About to graduate (medical and) physiotherapy students were presented with a series of (chronic) pain-related statements to which they were asked to respond with either “correct” or “incorrect”. Some 35% of physiotherapy students responded “correct” to the statement “chronic pain can be cured” (a further 24% were unsure). This overly optimistic (downright inaccurate) view is extremely puzzling in individuals so recently exposed to the scientific evidence. Especially so since at the same time they generally displayed an acceptable knowledge of such current issues as “central sensitisation” for pain, and the meaning and clinical relevance of the biopsychosocial model for (chronic) pain [1]. What this “can-do” attitude might suggest is that “professional socialisation” may actually begin at undergraduate (clinical placement?) level. “Professional socialisation” is the process whereby recent, or new to the area, graduates are subsequently “turned” by contact with more experienced “old school” clinical seniors. A particularly worrying possibility is that basic sciences training/knowledge can be overridden by a combination of apparent (short-term) “success” following the hands-on experience, peer pressure and wishful thinking. If so the basis lies in philosophy not in fact (and see Hartman [39]).

It might be noted that in the Daykin & Richardson [40] study all clinical assessments and treatments were based on routines, hence philosophy and clinical reasoning, decreed by Maitland et al. [41]. There can be no question that this “guidance” had a significant influence on the authors’ observation that at no time did clinicians in that study, whatever their level of training, actually apply a biopsychosocial approach to their patients problem. As a result patient management did not (always) reflect currently recognised clinical best practice for musculoskeletal pain and disability [40,41]. It is of further concern that this failure (reluctance, inability?) to apply evidence-based knowledge where the occasion demands could have potentially undesirable consequences for not only patients but also therapists.

Thus, “unsuccessful” patients were often the cause of clinicians “low” feelings of frustration, disheartenment and poor self-efficacy. This sometimes led to their (regretful) lack of “sympathy”/empathy for the patient and “inequalities” of treatment [40]. Importantly, therapists’ feelings of self-efficacy appear to be closely linked to (successful) outcomes. Modern training should enable physiotherapists to recognise that outcomes are largely determined by pathology (e.g. fascicular damage with true neuropathic pain), the control of psychosocial factors and appropriate (mechanisms-based) treatment. Therefore, at least in principle, accept their profession’s “craft skill” limitations where relevant (without self-recrimination). Sadly the 21st Century physiotherapists in Daykin and Richardson’s [40] study were still expectant that greater success, and better management of “[difficult] (biopsychosocially disabled chronic pain) patients, would come with their acquisition of a combination of more experience—and more physical “techniques” (sic).

5. Need for Change

It is hardly necessary to go into detail as to the (cost) benefits to patients and society as a whole of the better outcomes for disabling musculoskeletal pain that may be possible with properly (basic sciences) informed management. This applies particularly to the often controversial, essentially “benign” but often over “medicalised” and disproportionately disabling and costly chronic (neuro) musculoskeletal syndromes for which there are currently orthodox medical “voids” [42-46]. It has long been the case that these are among the very syndromes seized upon by alternative providers [43]. If the physiotherapy profession wishes to remain a respected provider in the musculoskeletal pain area then it has no choice but to drop the “lip-service” and actually undertake serious philosophical change. To properly secure the clinical freedom and range of benefits the profession has/is seeking in many countries today it needs to abandon its arcane, outmoded empirically-based reasoning and influences (see Kruger [47]).

As part of the catch-up it also has to take on the responsibility of formerly (albeit superficially) addressing “manageable” psychological issues where this is appropriate [40,48]. To some extent this is beginning to be accepted by the profession with respect to such recognised variables as excessive attention (hypervigilance), exaggerated beliefs/fears (catastrophising) and unwarranted avoidance of activity [48-50]. Recommended clinical best practice decrees that patients be questioned closely with the primary purpose of providing them with relevant information, advice, reassurance, guidance and “prediction” (not for the benefit of the clinician bent on “selection of technique” or similar agenda). Needless to say, where possible all of this is expected to be science (not philosophy) based.

The same goes for the hands-on process. While nowhere near as laboriously pedantic as currently taught, some level of general (clinical) guidelines for the indication and application of passive movement is clearly necessary. However, what is to prevent this from being informed by a combination of scientific knowledge and common sense, similar in this respect to the rest of orthodox medicine? There doesn’t seem to be much point in including (demanding) theoretical basic sciences units...
in students training and then allow this to be largely “compartmentalised” when it comes to (certain) clinical components [51,52].

6. Conclusions

The physiotherapy profession as a whole has the vital (and difficult) clinical role of helping to get people moving following a wide variety of health-related “set-backs”. In order to achieve this goal it employs a selection of treatment modalities from its repertoire, one of which is passive movement. Given the widely available evidence it would seem no longer acceptable to imply that some or other “concept” of passive movement might be a rehabilitative end in its own right. The profession needs to be seen to be taking the mature stance afforded by its modern science-based training and put this (or for that matter any other) modality into its proper perspective (see also Hurley & Bearne [53-55]). Seemingly irrational reluctance to do so is unlikely to be regarded favourably by orthodox health care colleagues (or, ultimately, funding organizations). In addition to increasing respect for the profession, modernisation of manipulative therapy appears likely to directly benefit both patients and practitioners.
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